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Many problems in medicine, engineering and other disciplines are "ill-
posed" in the sense that they have no unique solution. Instead, there is an
entire solution space from which a single "representative" solution must be
selected. There are several criteria available for picking this solution:
minimum norm, maximum entropy, or maximum probability for example. For
many problems these methods lack theoretical justification or lead to non-
representative answers. The expected value of the solution provides the
estimate which minimizes risk (in the mean square error, or L-2 sense) for a
wide range of problems (c.f. Wang & Poon, 1991 or Frieden, 1985). Why then is
the mean so often overlooked in practice? First, it is difficult to establish the
probability distribution which governs the solution set. Second, integrating
the multidimensional solution space to find the expected value is a very
computation-intensive chore.
This paper has four main components:
* Derivation of the solution set probability distribution for a very
common problem formulation.
* Comparison of the derived distribution to the common assumption of
solution set uniformity. Examples of both solutions for both trivial and
real applications.
* Description of a linear programming method for finding the mean.
* Introduction of a new "factorization" method of finding the mean which
has the potential of making this calculation more reasonable for real
applications.
There are two main results. The first is that the mean solution is useful
for some real problems, providing better estimates than the conventional
methods. The second is that, despite the importance of the new derived
solution probability distribution, the penalty for making the incorrect
assumption of solution set uniformity is very small.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Chi-Sang Poon
Principal Research Scientist
Harvard-MIT Division of Health Science and Technology
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Chapter I
Ill-Posed Problems
1.1 Ill-posed Problems Defined
"A problem is ill-posed if the solution is not unique..."
(Tarantola, 1987). This definition of an ill-posed problem was
introduced by Hadamard (1902); although Hadamard felt that ill-
posed problems "do not have physical sense," the theory of ill-posed
problems has matured because of the prevalence of important ill-
posed problems in real applications and the development of powerful
digital computers.
Many problems in medicine, engineering, and other disciplines
are ill-posed. Examples of ill-posed problems along with historical
backgrounds of their theoretical development can be found in Bloom
(1981) and Lavrent'ev, Romanov, and Shishat-skii (1980). The
present work focuses on a class of ill-posed problems which is
characterized by a system of linear equations with more unknowns
than equations. The class is further constrained to have linearly
independent equations, non-negative variables, and a bounded set of
solutions. Problems in this class often arise, for example, when a
signal is to be recovered from its integral transform at a high
resolution as in spectral analysis (Childers, 1978) and computed
tomography (Tarantola, 1987). A monograph thoroughly describing
this type of system may be found in Ivanov, Vasin, and Tanana
(1978).
1.2 Notation for an Ill-posed System
A general form for the ill-posed system described above is:
xo
X~-l)
yo
The system has m variables and n equations. The vector y is
observed data, the matrix A contains the coefficients defined by the
integral transform relating x to y, and x is the vector to be
estimated. Since linear independence of the equations was assumed,
the dimensionality of the solution set is necessarily:
d=m-n
1.3 Sources of Ill-Posed Problems
Following is a list of three ill-posed problems, two of which will
be seen again in the numerical results section. Note that, while the
number of problems considered here is small, examples come from
many assorted disciplines, from crystallography to economics. The
main feature of each of these problems is that the vector to be
estimated is related to the observational data by an integral
transform. When discretized, these problems become systems of
linear equations, and "solving" them is an exercise in system
inversion. For cases in which data is plentiful, finding an answer is
simple; the ill-posedness comes into play when the data available is
limited but a large number of points in the solution vector (this will
Aoo ... Aot--o
A(,--o · A~n-l)(M-1)_
be referred to as "high resolution") is still desired. The quantity of
data is limited in many real-world applications by practical
considerations such as the costs of experimentation, invasiveness of
medical procedures, as well as other physical and time constraints.
1.3.1 Power Spectrum Density
In engineering, the estimation of the density of the power
spectrum (PSD) can be formulated as an ill-posed problem. The PSD
is defined as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence of
a time series (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1989). A thorough review of
historical and modern methods of power spectrum estimation may
be found in Percival and Walden (1993).
The autocorrelation sequence of a real random process is real
and even, so the Fourier transform is a simple real matrix
multiplication. The ill-posed nature of this problem can be seen
easily if the defining relationship is written as follows in terms of the
Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform:
Foo For FO02 F03 FO4
Fio F11 F12 F13 F14
F20 F21 F 22 [23 F24
So
S,
S2
S 3
S4
where S is the power spectrum estimate, R is the autocorrelation
sequence and F is the matrix of Inverse Fourier Transform
coefficients.
Ro
=R1
_R2j
The power spectrum is to be estimated at five frequencies, but
there are only three observed values of the autocorrelation function.
The solution set for this example consists of a two-dimensional
hyperplane in two of the S variables. In this case, the solution might
be described by a plane in So-S 1 space; the remaining variables can
then be solved by inverting the resulting 3x3 system.
If the observed time series is very short, typical PSD estimation
by Fourier transforming the autocorrelation sequence (or easier-to-
compute equivalents, such as the squared magnitude of the spectrum
of the time series) severely limits the resolution of the PSD. With the
problem stated in this "Inverse Fourier Transform" style, the
resolution of the PSD estimate is arbitrary; increasing spectrum
resolution increases d, the dimensionality of the solution space. High
resolution is desired for many applications, such as when the time
series has significant power at two relatively close frequencies so
that a low resolution estimate would not detect the two separate
frequencies in the signal. However, as the resolution of the PSD
becomes higher, the problem becomes even "more" ill-posed, and the
dimensionality of the solution set increases. This causes more
computational difficulty in integrating the solution space and
decreases the confidence that any single point estimate "represents"
the entire solution space. These ideas will become clearer in the next
section where methods of solution are defined and compared.
1.3.2 Computed Tomography
In a fashion similar to that for the PSD estimation problem, the
estimation of images in tomography is ill-posed. Chapter seven of
Tarantola (1987) gives a detailed development of the tomography
problem. In this case, the integral transform is the Radon transform
and the data comes from x-ray attenuation measurements made
outside the volume under study. The image to be recovered is the x-
ray attenuation data at the points inside the volume. Regardless of
the density of the sensors and quantity of data, the resolution of the
reconstructed image should be the maximum possible. Thus the
problem becomes ill-posed. This relationship is easily seen by the
following matrix representation where d is the observed attenuation
data, R is the matrix of Radon transform coefficients, and x is the
image to be reconstructed:
Roo ... Rom-_,
xo
d(m-l)
do
1.3.3 Ventilation / Perfusion Distribution
In another medical example, the VA/q distribution (VA/q is the
ratio of ventilation to perfusion in the lungs) is to be estimated from
blood gas data (Wang & Poon, 1991; Kapitan & Wagner, 1987). As in
the previous examples, the VA/q distribution is related to the blood
gas data by an integral transform, and the resolution of the estimate
must be high. The problem takes the form of the linear system:
Aoo 0 Ao(m-)
A. (fto - 14 (n-i)(m-I) j
VO7 Sro]
r(i-l)
where r is the measured gaseous retention data, v is the distribution
to be recovered, and A is the matrix of transform coefficients (Poon,
1990).
The problem of "insufficient" data is particularly evident in this
problem. The data are collected by infusing inert gas solutions into
the blood stream and monitoring exhalation. The costs of collecting
data points (one data point for each gas infused) are obvious;
typically, six gases are injected. Despite the paucity of data, the
VA/q distribution is to be recovered at a high resolution (typically 25
or more points) for clinical usefulness.
1.4 Solving an Ill-Posed Problem
1.4.1 Minimum Norm
By far the most prevalent estimate used as a solution to ill-
posed problems is the minimum norm (or pseudo-inverse) answer
(Yamaguchi, Moran, & Si, 1994; Singh, Doria, Henderson, Huth, &
Beatty, 1984). The minimum norm answer for the following ill-
posed system:
Ax=b
is the vector x* with the smallest weighted L-2 norm, L:
L=
where wi are the elements of a diagonal weighting matrix, W. The
vector x* which satisfies the system and has minimum norm is given
by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse (Albert, 1972):
XMN = WW'A'(AWW' A') b
While almost trivial to calculate, this answer is not always a
meaningful one. In certain problems, finding a solution with a small
norm makes sense; for example, when computing values for the
many degrees of freedom in a robot arm when moving the hand
from point A to point B, the solution which minimizes energy
expenditure (and thus norm) is useful. However, in many problems
(including the examples specified above), solutions with low energy
are not necessarily preferred (Greenblatt, 1993). Indeed, considering
the criterion that the estimate should in some way "represent" the
entire solution space, the minimum norm solution is clearly not
suitable. Greenblatt provides details regarding the inadequacies of
the minimum norm solution for the bioelectromagnetic inverse
problem (1993).
1.4.2 Maximum Entropy
Another commonly used solution concept is "maximum
entropy" (ME). Informational entropy is a measure of randomness in
the solution. The solution which has maximum entropy is the
solution which remains "maximally non-committal to everything
which is not observed in the data" (Jaynes, 1985). Entropy is defined
by Claude Shannon (1949) in his seminal work as:
n-1
H = - Xi, * ln(i)
i=0
The ME technique is especially useful for reconstructing
distributions where non-negativity is required (Marrian & Peckerar,
1989), such as probability distributions and power spectra. The ME
estimate is more difficult to compute, but has seen extensive
development in the areas of optical image enhancement (Gull &
Skilling, 1984) and spectral analysis (Childers, 1978; Kesler, 1986). A
neural-network method of calculating ME estimates is described in
Marrian and Peckerar (1989) and implemented in Marrian, Mack,
Banks, and Peckerar (1990).
The maximum entropy method has a long history that dates
back to the work of Boltzmann in the nineteenth century. Boltzmann
suggested the techique for inverse problems in statistical mechanics
(Jaynes, 1982). The theory was rediscovered by Shannon (1949),
and saw significant development and acceptance because of the work
of Jaynes (1979 & 1982).
While ME provides another fairly useful point estimate, it is not
universally the "best" answer. First, the ME estimate does not
minimize estimation risk when the penalty is the sum of squared
errors, as the Bayesian mean does (see section 1.4.3). Second, ME
reconstructions can be biased toward certain functional forms.
Consider the problem of estimating power spectra, for example. The
ME power spectrum estimate is equivalent to the autoregressive
model (Gutowski, Robinson, & Treitel, 1978) and thus has the
characteristic of being an "all-pole" solution. This bias favors spectra
with spikes, which makes it a particularly useful method when the
original time series is sinusoidal, but misleading if it is not (Press,
Teukolsky, Vetterling, & Flannery, 1992).
1.4.3 Bayesian Mean
Finally, the Bayesian mean (BM) solution, has the characteristic
of being easy to define yet extremely difficult to compute. The
Bayesian mean is the best estimate when the error penalty is the
standard mean square error (L-2 norm) and is considered by many
to be the "gold standard" by which other methods are judged.
Greene (1990) states this in his section on Bayesian estimation: "...
the mean of the posterior distribution, which is our Bayesian point
estimate, is the sampling theory estimator."
The assumption underlying the BM solution is that everything
known about the problem is specified in the single system of
equations (and non-negativity constraints) and that there is some
probability distribution which "lies on top" of the solution set. The
answer which minimizes risk (in the mean-square sense) then is the
expected value of the solution set, the Bayesian mean (DeGroot,
1967).
Determination of the probability distribution is in itself a non-
trivial problem and will be studied extensively in chapter two. In
general, the Bayesian mean solution can be found by multivariate
integration over the solution set, but this process is prohibitively
computational. Chapter Three will develop a linear programming
method of estimating the mean which is simpler than direct
integration, but still combinatorial in time and space complexity.
Chapter Four will introduce a "factorization" method which has
polynomial time and space complexity, but is only developed for
trivially small problems.
A common simplifying assumption is that each vector in the
solution set is equally likely to be the true answer, that is, the pdf
over the solution set is uniform. This assumption seems reasonable
for problems in which no other information is available and makes
computing the BM solution easier, but evidence is presented in
chapter two that this uniformity assumption is not always valid. In
fact, for a common type of problem, the distribution is shown to be a
very non-uniform function.
1.5 A Simple Example
The following example illustrates the computation and
relationship of the above solutions:
xo+3*xi =3 ; xo,xi>O 0
or
[1 3] J = 3 xo, X>20Exo
Minimum Norm
X*MN = (0.3, 0.9)
Maximum Entroov
X*ME = (0.657, 0.781)
Bavesian Mean
X*BM= (1.5, 0.5)
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
. .. .~ 1. _
CHAPTER II
Non-uniformity of the Solution Space
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents new results for the classical ill-posed
problem of estimating the biases on the faces of a possibly loaded die
from only moment data. This problem is considered in Jaynes
(1979), Marrian and Peckarar (1989), and Frieden (1985). A
common assumption about this and other ill-posed problems is that
each vector in the space of solutions is equally likely to be the true
answer (Frieden, 1985), i.e., that the solution space is governed by a
uniform probability distribution. This assumption is shown to be
false for the die bias estimation problem. The correct distribution is
derived and is shown to be very non-uniform.
Further, the Bayesian mean estimate is determined for a
number of test cases for both the incorrectly assumed uniform
distribution and the derived non-uniform distribution. The exciting
result is that in all cases the two estimates are very close; the
penalty for incorrectly assuming uniformity is small.
2.2 Problem Description
It is common to estimate the number of occurrences of each
face of a die in a predetermined number of rolls given the biases on
each face of the die. Conversely, it is often desired to estimate the
the biases based on observed rolls of the die (c.f. DeGroot, 1967 and
Poon, 1994). The problem studied here will be that of estimating
number of occurrences based solely on linear constraints on the
number of occurrences. The biases can estimated based upon the
estimates for the occurences. Stated formally:
For the m-sided die, estimate:
NO ,..., Nm-1, the number of times each face occurs
based only on n supplied linear constraints:
Aoo A . . A.o--o
A(,io ,-i, 0-
No
=[bol
with Bayesian estimation and the L-2 norm used throughout.
It is informative to first solve the special case m=2, which is the
problem of estimating the biases on each side of a coin based only
upon one linear constraint.
2.3 Two Dimensional Case, m=2
A starting point for this problem is that of estimating the
biases on each side of a possibly loaded coin. The biases PO and PI
must obey the relationship:
P0+ P 1 = 1.0 ; Po, P 1 2 0
If the coin is flipped N times, the number of heads will be NO and the
number of tails N 1. Since each flip must yield either heads or tails,
we have the relationship:
No + NI = N ; No, NI - 0
This section will consider two estimation problems: estimating
P when the N are observed and the reverse situation of estimating N
when the P are observed. The L-2 norm and Bayesian estimation are
used throughout. Finally, the problem of estimating N given only a
single linear constraint:
a0* No + al * N 1 = A
and subject to the compatibility of the previous Bayesian mean
estimates will be analyzed and will yield the new non-uniform
probability distribution.
2.3.1 Estimating N given P
A classical problem of Bayesian estimation is the problem of
estimating the number of heads that would occur in N flips of a coin
with P(heads) = PO is a common one. The probability distribution for
NO is the binomial (Drake, 1967):
P(No = no IPo) = NP o'( 1-Po)); n= 0,...,
The Bayesian mean estimate, which is the expected value of the
binomial, is (Drake, 1967) :
No =Po*N
BM
2.3.2 Estimating P given N
A related, but less common, problem is that of estimating the
probability of heads PO, given an observation of NO and N1. This
development is similar to the one in DeGroot (1967). The beta
distribution will be found to govern the probability of P0. The beta
distribution parameterized by a and P is:
P(p;a,b) = F( p +(- ) ),-); O p 1
r(a)r(3)"
where F is the Gamma function given by:
F(a)= Jfxa-le- x e
A traditional assumption is that prior to experimentation the
probability distribution for PO is uniform:
P(Po= po)=1.0 ; 05po<1l
This uniform distribution is also the beta distribution with
parameters a=3=l1. This is important because sampling from the
binomial, which is what occurs when coin tosses are observed, still
yields a beta distribution for Po, only with modified a and P
(DeGroot, 1967). The conditional probability of the observed event,
obtaining NO heads in N tosses (given P(heads)=PO), is given by the
binomial as before:
P(No= no IPo)= (N) po.,p)(_p-no); no = 0,...,N
Calling upon the theorem of Bayes (DeGroot, 1967):
P(PIX) = k * P(XIP)* P(P)
and inserting the binomial and the (uniform) beta gives:
P(Po = po INo) = k poNo(1 - po)-'Vo; 0 • po l 1
which can be recognized as a beta pdf with ca=NO+l and P3=N-NO+1.
Finally, making use of the expected value of the beta distribution:
E[Po]=
a+P
we obtain the following Bayesian mean estimate:
A (No + 1)
Po =
BM (N + 2)
Another common estimate for po is Po = NO / N, which is
actually the maximum likelihood (a non-Bayesian type of estimation
which will not be discussed here) as well as the maximum-a-
posteriori (MAP) estimate, the value in the post-sampling domain of
P0 which has the highest value in the posterior pdf. This estimate is
typically easier to compute but is inferior to the Bayesian mean
because it does not minimize mean square estimation error (except
in the special case where the peak in the pdf occurs at the expected
value). For example, if a coin is tossed once and a head appears, the
MAP estimate for PO is 1.0, while the risk-minimizing Bayesian mean
estimate is 2/3.
2.3.3 Estimating N given only a linear constraint
Consider now a problem where instead of the experimenter
knowing N, the number of flips, he only has a linear relationship
relating the number of heads, the number of tails, and N. This
constraint takes the form:
ao* No+a~* Ni = A
The constraint coefficients ao, al, and A are constants that arise from
experimental observation.
Starting with the original binomial distribution for NO and using
the linear constraint to solve for N 1 (and thus N) yields the likelihood
function for NO:
L(No) (No* (ai-a -o)+A al) lYi-ao A
L(No) = (o)o(1 o) ) ; 0< No < -
No aj ao
Making use of our Bayesian mean estimate for PO, and substituting N
from the constraint gives:
No+1
P- No * (a - ao) + A +2
a,
2.3.4 The non-uniform probability density
Inserting the value for PO into the likelihood function from
section 2.3.3 generates the following probability distribution for NO:
P(No * (at- ao) + A)
P(No) = h* a *
No
No+l
No*(al-ao)+A
at
No+1
No1 * (at - ao) A +2
+2
ai
A-ao*No
A
; 0 No<--
Notice that this probability density is a function of the single variable
NO. The constant h is introduced to ensure that the integral of the
probability density is one. Examples of this distribution and its
interesting properties are presented in the next section.
+2
2.3.5 Examples for the m=2 case
The pdf derived above is parameterized by ao, al, and A; since
the constraint may be scaled to force A=1, the shape of P(NO) is
controlled by the ratio of the two constants of the original constraint,
ao and al. If ao and al are the same, then P(NO) is symmetric about
its midpoint; otherwise, the distribution is skewed. The following
pages show plots of this likelihood function with A held constant at
one and a0 and al varying taking the values: 1/1000, 1/100, 1, 100,
and 1000. There are two important observations to make for each of
these figures. The first is that the expected value of NO is always
very close to the midpoint of the distribution, A/2a0. This midpoint
is what the expected value would be if the distribution were
assumed uniform as is commonly done in practice (Frieden, 1985).
Thus, the penalty for mistakenly assuming uniformity is small; the
final two plots in the series shows that the error between the two
estimates is always less than 8%, even asymptotically. The second
important observation is that in all cases, the point in the
distribution with maximum probability is always at one of the
boundaries: 0, or 1/a0. This implies that the maximum-a-posteriori
(MAP) estimate would be particularly bad in the sense that it is far
from the risk-minimizing rriean. The MAP estimate would commit
totally to the variable "favored" by the linear constraint (the one
with the lower coefficient) and would predict that this favored side
appears in all N of the coin flips!
The following table summarizes the expected value
comparisons between the true probability distribution from section
2.3.4 and the uniform distribution.
a 0 a 1 A N* 0 unif N*0true %error
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.50 0.50 0.00
0.01 1.0 1.0 50.00 50.39 -0.77
0.00-1 1.0 1.0 500.00 520.98 -4.03
1000.0 1.0 1.0 0.0005 0.00053 -6.22
1.0 0.01 1.0 0.50 0.53 -4.88
1.0 0.001 1.0 0.50 0.48 4.38
1.0 1000 1.0 0.50 0.47 7.11
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2.3.6 Computational comparison for m=2
Calculating the BM estimates above was a fairly
computationally expensive task. First, bounds on the value of NO had
to determined from the linear constraints (No lies in [0, A / all).
Second, the non-uniform density had to be integrated over this
domain to determine the scale factor k that would force the
distribution to integrate to one. Finally, NO*P(N 0 ) was integrated to
determine the expected value of NO. Calculation of the uniform
distribution expected value is trivial by comparison. It is always the
geometric middle of the domain of NO: A / (2al). This computational
simplification paired with the error bounds for the difference
between the two estimates makes the uniform mean very appealing.
This fact will be even more pronounced for the high-dimension
solution spaces discussed in the next section.
2.4 Solution for the multivariate case
The distribution derived in section 2.3 for m=2 can be extended
to arbitrary m. The analogy of the two variables representing the
biases of each face of a coin can be extended to m variables
represent the biases on each side of a possibly loaded die. The
derivation will proceed in much the same way as the m=2 case, with
the binomial replaced by the multinomial, the beta replaced with the
Dirichlet distribution, and the single equality constraint replaced by a
system of n equations. No closed form solution will be derived, but
an iterative method will be developed for computing the value of
this probability density for any vector N. With this information, the
distribution will be plotted for several m=3 cases, and the expected
value compared with that for the uniform case. Again, in none of the
cases tested is there a large deviation between the two means.
2.4.1 Estimating N given P
Given the biases on each face of a die, P, the probability
distribution for the outcomes of N flips of the die are given by the
multinomial distribution (Beyer, 1968):
N! ,-1
P(No = no,...,N,,-1 = n,,m- I Po,...,P - )= nI P
i=O
such that
m-I
ni>O , ni= N
i=O
rn-I
pi>O , pi 1=.O
i=0
The expected value of the multinomial provides the Bayesian mean
estimate of the number times each face of the die occurs in N
experimental trials:
E[Ni] = N * p i= O,...,m -1
2.4.2 Estimating P given N
The Beta distribution, which solved this problem in two
dimensions, is a special case of the Dirichlet distribution (Kotz &
Johnson, 1982) which is parameterized by g0,...,a(m-1):
aP(P 0= p .Pr.o ±2 ..±--2 ( 0 +" + ) m- 2 a-1) m -2 (a tp -1 1)
P(Po=Poi .... ,P-=Pm,_2= =-P----2) -P( 1 -- IPj
S(ao)*... *F(am ) 0 =
such that
pi -o
m-2
, p, I
i=0
Notice that the Dirichlet reduces to the uniform distribution when
•0,...,cc(m-1)=l. This will be useful when we specify the prior for
Bayes theorem. We will also make use of the expected value of the
Dirichlet, which is:
E[Pi]= ; i= 0...'m-l
m-I
i=O
Once again, calling upon Bayes' theorem:
P(PIX) = k * P(XIP) * P(P)
The prior density for the biases, P(P), is uniform. The conditional
P(XIP) is the multinomial, and substituting yields:
F(N + m) m-2 (NO m-2 ( - )P(Po = Po,, Pm-2 =m-2I-PF(No + 1)*...*F(N(m - 1) + 1) =O j=0
such that
m-2
p ýo , IpR <1
i=0
This posterior is again the Dirichlet with parameters:
i= Ni+l ; i=O,...,m-1
that gives our expected value estimate:
A X1 +1
Pi' N+m ,i=
2.4.3 Estimating given a linear constraint system
Similarly to the m=2 case, these derivations can be combined
with a system of linear constraints to yield a non-uniform
multivariate probability density. A closed form is not possible, but a
description of the utilization of these equations is insightful. We
must assume that vectors which satisfy the system of equations can
be selected from the entire space of solutions. These vectors may
either lie on a grid, or be drawn randomly. Methods for selecting
these vectors will be shown in chapter three. The value of the
probability density for a vector in the solution set is found by:
m-1
1) calculating N= Ni
i=0
2) estimating Piam= N
N+m
3) evaluating the multinomial with this N and
these Pi, Ni ; i=O,...,m-1
Numerical integration of this distribution over the solution set must
be accomplished to obtain the scalar k and to estimate the expected
value. This integration will be performed on a grid for simple low-
dimension cases, and by monte carlo methods for high-dimension
real-life applications. Visualizations of the distribution will be
obtained by a systematic sampling over the solution set.
2.4.4 Examples for the case m=3
The multidimensional probability density can be visualized for
the case m=3 subject to the linear constraint:
ao * No + a * N + a N2 = A
then the solution set can be analyzed in terms of two free variables:
NO and N 1 for example. The solution set is a triangular region in the
first quadrant of NO-N 1 space and the shape of the probability
density depends solely on the relationships between ao, al, and a2.
Graphs of this probability density are presented on the following
pages for numerous cases of the three parameters. Additionally, this
density can be integrated over N 1, providing us with the marginal
density for the variable NO. This marginal is also presented for each
example. The following chart summarizes the precent errors
between the mean estimate under the true probability distribution
and that under the uniformity assumption (A always equals one).
a 0 a 1 a 2 N* 0 unif N*0true % error
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.50 0.503 0.60
0.01 1.0 1.0 50.00 47.352 -5.60
100 1.0 1.0 0.005 0.0056 10.71
1.0 0.01 1.0 0.50 0.563 11.19
1.0 100 1.0 0.50 0..474 -5.49
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CHAPTER III
The linear programming method of determining the
Bayesian mean and simulation results
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a method of computing the Bayesian mean
solution for problems in low dimensions (m < 20) will be developed
and simulation results presented for the estimation of
ventilation/perfusion distributions and power spectrum densities.
This method will be used to find the Bayesian mean for both the
non-uniform distribution derived in chapter two and the commonly
assumed uniform.
Simulation results will be presented and compared to
alternative methods. In many cases, the Bayesian mean is superior
to the common alternatives, and in all cases the means under
uniformity and non-uniformity are nearly identical. This provides
support from real applications for the closeness of the two solutions
asserted in chapter two.
3.2 The linear programming method
This method relies on the fact that the set of solutions for the
class of ill-posed problems is the intersection of hyperplanes in m-
space (called an "arrangement of hyperplanes") (Avis & Fukuda,
1992). All vectors in the set of solutions can be written as convex
combinations of the vertices of this polyhedron (Wang & Poon, 1991).
Thus, if the vertices were known, the solution set could be integrated
by randomly sampling from points in the solution set (Kapitan &
Wagner, 1987), or by a systematic evaluation of a grid of points
inside the convex polyhedron. Wang and Poon (1991) point out that
under the useful assumption of solution set uniformity, the Bayesian
mean may be evaluated exactly as the average of the vertices of the
arrangement.
The problem then has been reduced to that of generating a list
of the polyhedron's vertices. This problem has a long history
(Chvatal, 1981; Manas & Nedoma, 1967; Dyer & Proll, 1977), but the
modern cdd ("Double Description implemented in C") algorithm
developed by Avis and Fukuda (1992) provides a method which is
efficient in its usage of both time and space.
3.2.1 The cdd algorithm for vertex enumeration
The problem of enumerating the vertices of an arrangement of
hyperplanes has a long history. A good description of the related
problem of polyhedron vertex enumeration and one method of
solution is presented in Chvatal (1980). It is a rather inefficient
exhaustive search technique, but the approach is clear. A tight
bound on the number of vertices of a convex polyhedron is also
provided in the same text (Chvatal, 1980, p. 273).
The bound for the number of vertices in the problem in the
present study (arrangement of n hyperplanes in m-space) is (m).
This combinatorial bound brings to light the key problem with the
vertex enumeration problem. For even small ill-posed problems, this
bound can be quite large. For example, many of the power spectrum
estimates that follow will have 8 equations and 20 unknowns. The
maximum possible number of vertices is 125,970. If the solution
space really had this many vertices, computation times would be
formidable. Empirical results show that small problems of this size
tend to have 1000 to 3000 vertices.
Despite this pitfall, using a list of all vertices to find the exact
BM solution is still a valuable thing to do. Matheiss and Rubin (1980)
provide a survey and comparison of fairly modern techniques.
The cdd method used for the following simulations is described
by Avis and Fukuda (1992). The method is a modification of the
classic double description method of linear programming
implemented in C and is thus named cdd. Fukuda was kind enough
to supply this program, but it was designed to solve the different
problem:
Ax < b
Thus, an extra step was required to convert the system of
equations to a format acceptable to cdd: the equalities were entered
into the inequality system twice, once with "greater than" and once
with "less than." In addition, m non-negativity constraints were
added resulting in an system with 2*n + m inequalities.
The program cdd uses a clever reversal of the standard
smallest subscript rule commonly used in the simplex method
(Chvatal, 1980) to generate all vertices. The standard simplex
method would use the smallest subscript rule to move from any
initial vertex to the vertex optimizing some linear functional. In this
way, starting the search at any vertex, calling it the "optimal" vertex,
and reversing the smallest subscript rule assures that each vertex
will indeed be reached! Avis and Fukuda (1992) point out a
remarkable feature of their algorithm: no additional storage is
required. When an end-node has been reached and backtracking is
necessary, a list of pivots taken to get to the current step is not
required. Instead, the normal smallest subscript rule may be used to
return to the starting point.
3.3 Simulation Methods
3.3.1 General technique
The general method followed for each of the simulations is:
1) Set up system of ill-posed equations
2) Convert the system to a 'cdd' input file
3) Run cdd to obtain the list of vertices
4) Calculate the vertex average to obtain the Bayesian
mean under the uniformity assumption
5) Perform monte carlo integration to obtain an estimate
of the Bayesian mean under the true probability
distribution
Step one will be described in the following sections for each of
the problem types simulated. Steps two and four are simple
programs and are presented and described in the appendix. Step
three is the cdd algorithm which was described in section 3.2.1 and
provided by Fukuda. Section five, the monte carlo integration is
described next.
3.3.2 Monte carlo integration
Once cdd has generated the list of vertices, the arrangement of
hyperplanes was randomly sampled (as in Kapitan & Wagner, 1987)
and the non-uniform distribution from section 2.4.3 was used to
calculate the value of the probability density for each sample. This
information was used to estimate the scale factor required for the
probability density to integrate to one and the integration was
performed again to find the mean, this time averaging each sample
times its probability. The programs to perform the integration,
including the random sampling, are included in the appendix.
3.4 Simulation results
3.4.1 Ventilation / perfusion distribution (VA /Q) recovery
In diagnosing lung disorder, the ratio of gas ventilated by the
lungs to that carried in the bloodstream (VA/Q) is an important
measure. An ideal respiratory system would always have VA equal
to Q for the entire lung. The real lung is far from ideal, however, and
the ratio VA/Q is represented by an entire distribution from zero to
infinity. A properly functioning pulmonary system would have a
VA/Q distribution with a peak at one and Gaussian-like tails falling
away from one. In making a diagnosis, the clinician would like a
complete and detailed (high-resolution) recovery of the VA/Q
distribution.
Unfortunately, the data required to estimate the distribution
comes from intravenous infusion of inert gases and subsequent
analysis arterial blood gas in exhaled air. The VA/Q distribution is
related to the data by an integral transform (see Wang & Poon,
1991), and the system takes the following form:
Av = r
where A is a matrix representing the integral transform coefficients;
r is the data collected; and v is a vector of VA/Q to be estimated. In
the problem studied (which is realistic in terms of the amount of
data collected and the resolution required) there are six
experimental observations (size of r) and 25 points are desired for v.
Thus, the ill-posed system consists of six equations and 25
unknowns. Two solutions to this problem are presented below. The
unjustified but commonly used minimum norm solution is presented,
along with the Bayesian mean solutions under uniformity and the
correct non-uniformity.
The data come from a patient who does have a pulmonary
problem which would show an atypical VA/Q distribution (Wang &
Poon, 1991). The BM estimate clearly shows signs of a possible
second peak in the distribution much lower than one (near VA/Q
0.18), alerting the clinician to the condition. The second peak is not
visible in the minimum norm solution and a physician relying on that
recovery would likely rate the VA/Q distribution as normal. Of
course, a single successful trial does not prove the solution as
universally valid; it was shown here only to illustrate the potential
advantages of the method. The next section on estimation of power
spectra will provide more evidence.
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3.4.2 Power Spectrum Analysis
A common problem in engineering and other disciplines is the
estimation of the power spectrum density (PSD) of a time series (see
e.g. Papoulis 1991). The PSD is defined as the Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation series of the time series. This is a relatively
straightforward calculation, but a problem arises because the data is
a finite sample of an infinite time series. Thus, the autocorrelation
series as calculated from the data is likely wrong and definitely
short, and the spectrum estimate is biased (Schwartz & Shaw, 1975).
In most PSD estimation problems, this problem is not particularly
troublesome as most time series samples are quite long. The
problem is severe in cases where the time series sample is
particularly short and thus the PSD can only be calculated (at least
calculated by definition) at a very small number of frequencies (i.e.
at a low resolution). The ill-posedness of the PSD estimation problem
is discussed in section 1.3.1.
The primary results in this section will be the estimated
spectra of a time series consisting of two sinusoids of amplitude one
at the relatively close frequencies of 250 and 350 Hz. The sampling
frequency will be 1000 Hz. The spectra will be estimated with only
N=8 samples of the time series, beginning at time=0. The entire
experiment will be run twice: once with no noise added to the
system, and once with Gaussian noise with mean zero and standard
deviation of 0.3. The spectra to be compared are: the Bayesian mean
evaluated at 18 frequencies (for both uniform and non-uniform
probability densities), maximum entropy, maximum-a-posteriori, the
definition of PSD from autocorrelation estimates, and the results from
Matlab's PSD subroutine. Matlab's PSD results are included because
it is a very commonly used estimate. Matlab's PSD uses Welch's
averaged periodogram method (Percival & Walden, 1993).
In both cases, the lower resolution of the "definition" estimate
and Matlab's PSD prevents detection of the two separate peaks. The
Bayesian mean estimate was nearly identical for uniform and non-
uniform distributions, further supporting the previous claim that the
incorrect uniformity assumption carries a small penalty. Both
Bayesian mean estimates suggest the existence of both peaks, though
the frequency of the 350 Hz peak is shifted significantly. Considering
the small size of the time series, the results are impressive.
Comparisons between the high-resolution estimates are inconclusive
because all of these spectra have similar shape.
To ensure that the Bayesian mean method was not just
"kinked" and was in fact indicating a second peak, another trial was
performed on a function with a smoothly decaying spectrum:
x(t)=(0.5)'. It was sampled at 1 Hz (to avoid troublesomely small
numbers) to obtain a time series of length N=8. Bayesian mean
spectra (uniform and non-uniform distriubutions) were calculated at
18 frequencies and compared with the same set of spectrum
estimates as the sinusoidal signal. The graphs show that the high-
resolution Bayesian mean estimate better exhibits the exponential
decay, but it and the other estimates (with the exception of the very
low-resolution "definition" estimate) indicate a slight rise which
precedes the decay.
3.4.3 Computational complexity
While the benefits described above of the BM solutions are
clear, it should be noted that they come at a significantly higher
computational cost than the definition, or Matlab PSD estimates. The
definition estimate was obtained by two very fast matrix
multiplications, the Matlab PSD calculation was similarly fast, but the
BM solutions required the enumeration of hundreds or even
thousands of vertices and took between eight and 24 hours on a Sun
Sparcstation.
Estimation of the mean requires two steps: determining the
vertices of the solution set polyhedron, and using monte carlo
integration with these vertices to find the mean. The program to
determine the vertices, cdd, requires O(n 2 mv) time (Avis & Fukuda,
1992). Note that this bound incluldes v, the number of vertices,
which is combinatorial in m and n. The monte carlo integration
complexity is O(cm) where c is the number of points to sample inside
the polyhedron, which also depends on the number of vertices.
Typical values of c were 10,000 to 100,000 and computation time for
integration was typically around four hours on the Sparcstation.
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CHAPTER IV
The factorization method of determining the
Bayesian mean estimate
4.1 Introduction
The linear programming method described in chapter three
was a useful technique for computing the BM solution. for
demonstration purposes, but the combinatorial nature of both the
time and space requirements for enumerating and storing the
vertices will render it unreasonable for solving problems of a more
realistic size. This chapter will lay the groundwork for a different
method of matrix factorization which will (hopefully) calculate the
Bayesian mean under the uniformity assumption in polynomial time.
The word "hopefully" is used above because the method has only
been proven for the rather simple case of two equations and three
variables. An extension of the ideas developed here should
generalize to a method of finding the Bayesian mean solution within
reasonable time and space restrictions for even problems of high
dimensionality.
4.2 Background
The basis for the factorization technique with multiple
equations will be the simple determination of the BM solution for
problems involving only one equation and m unknowns:
ao*xo + ... + am-l*xm-1 = 1.0
This problem will be referred to as "valid" if all of the
coefficients (aO,...,am.1} are positive. A negative coefficient would
lead to the case of an unbounded solution set, for which no BM
solution exists. A zero coefficient would render that variable
immaterial to the problem and the system could thus be rewritten in
m-1 variables.
4.3 BM solution of a valid one equation system
The BM solution of any one equation valid system can be
identified by inspection. The justification of this assertion will be
geometrical and will rely on the previous statement that the BM
solution is the average of the vertices of the solution set. The
arbitrary valid system:
a0*xo + ... + am-l*xm-1 = 1.0
has the following m vertices:
(l/aO 0 0 ... 0),
(0 1/ai 0 ... 0),
(0 0 0 .. 1/am-1)
A simple vertex average (which is the BM under uniformity --see
section 3.2) yields:
=o 1
4XBo o e ation m
4.3.1 Example of one equation estimation
To demonstrate the technique in the preceding section, we will use
the same example from section 1.5:
xo+3*xi= 3 ; xo,xI0O
can be rewritten as the valid system:
11*xo+1*xi=1 ; xo,XI > O
3
from which, the BM solution can be found by a simple inspection of
the coefficients:
4.4 BM Solution of a two equation / three variable system
The extrapolation of the "basis" one equation case in the
previous section to the two equation case presents some challenging
problems. The general idea is to eliminate one variable (via a
Gaussian elimination pivot, for example) of the more complex system,
eliminating an equation and a variable and transforming the problem
into the basis case. The BM solution found for the smaller problem
can be used to solve for the value of the variable eliminated,
resulting in the complete BM answer. This process is best illustrated
by a two equation / three variable example. Consider the following
system:
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2 11 *x+-*y+l*z= 2
3 3
3*x+l*y+l* z =4
which has the following solution set in 3-space:
z
(0,3,
(1, 1,0)
If the variable y is eliminated, we are left with the following system:
x+z=l
and the solution set of this reduced problem is that from the original
problem, projected onto the x-z plane:
z
(0, 1) 0
(1, 0)
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which has the BM solution:
1XBM = ZBM = -
2
This solution can be obtained by averaging the two vertices above, or
from the method described in the previous section, directly from the
coefficients. The BM value for the eliminated variable can be
obtained by substituting back into either of the equations from the
original system:
ýB, = 2
The utility of eliminating the variable y in this problem is
obvious; the problem is that only y works for this problem.
Eliminating x or z as shown below will not yield the correct answer.
The challenge now is identifying which variable will yield the correct
answer.
For further understanding of this method, it is useful to see
what would have happened had we chosen each of the other two
variables. Suppose we had decided to eliminate variable x. We
would obtain the system:
y-2*z=1
which has the corresponding solution set (analogously to before, this
is the projection of the original R3 solution set onto the y-z plane):
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z(3, 1)
* ,
y(1, 0)
This system is not even valid! Of course, averaging the vertices still
yields the correct BM solution, but our goal is to find the answer
without first finding the vertices, and the basis method from before
only works for valid systems with vertices on the axes. Thus, a quick
pivot on variable x yields a system with a negative coefficient which
we can immediately identify as invalid, thus eliminating x is out.
Consider eliminating z. This provides the following system:
2 1
-x+-y=l3 3
and the associated solution set (original solution set projected onto
the x-y plane):
(0,3)
A
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This system is valid, yet the procedure outlined previously will not
yield the correct BM answer. This is because that method implicitly
assumed that each vertex would lie on an axis; which is true for a
valid problem which starts with only one equation. In this case,
however, the additional constraints from the original problem do not
allow the solution set to extend all the way to the x-axis. For that
region (the continuation of the line segment down to the x-axis) the
eliminated variable z is forced to be negative. For this reason, that
segment is not part of the solution set and a naive user of the basis
algorithm would obtain an incorrect answer.
So, for the three variable problem shown above, there are
three possibilities for selection of the variable to eliminate:
x - invalid system
y - valid system, correct answer
z - valid system, incorrect answer
Although this scenario was developed for a specific example, it
is important to realize that this generalizes to all two equation /
three variable systems. The solution set to such a system is always a
line segment in R3 (in the first octant) and thus always will intersect
two (or possibly all three) of the variable planes (that is the x-z, x-y,
and y-z planes). Any segment which intersects two of the planes will
exhibit all three of the possibilities for projections in the example.
The variable to eliminate is the one in common to both planes
intersected. For example, in the problem above, the solution segment
intersects (has a vertex in) the x-y plane and the y-z plane and the
variable y is the one to eliminate. Of course, it is not known a priori
which planes are intersected and that knowledge is equivalent to
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finding the vertices! The only other alternative is the case for which
the solution set intersects all three planes. In this case, one vertex
lies on one of the axes and the problem can be solved in exactly the
same way as before, but is in fact even simpler and in fact, the two
variables which lead to valid systems when eliminated will both
yield correct answers.
For any general two equation / three variable system, Gaussian
elimination pivots can be performed for each variable, and the
resulting systems inspected to determine which variables lead to
valid systems and which one does not. The problem of determining
which of the valid systems yields the correct BM answer is presented
next.
The key to determining which valid system leads to the correct
answer actually lies in the invalid system's solution set. The invalid
solution set (which is, of course, given in terms of the other two
variables -- the valid ones) always crosses one axis and has positive
slope. The axis that it crosses will be the one which when eliminated
will produce a valid system which intersects both axes. For this
reason, the axis crossed by the solution to the invalid system is the
variable to eliminate from the original system to yield the correct
answer. To demonstrate, for the example given above, the "invalid
variable" is x, and the resulting solution set crosses the y axis,
indicating that y is the correct variable to eliminate. This procedure
can be specified exactly as follows: when a pivot is simulated and
yields the invalid system, the variable with the positive coefficient
(assuming the system has been normalized to have a positive right-
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hand-side) is the one which will lead to the correct answer when
eliminated.
The entire algorithm is described below: (This algorithm was
implemented in C and is provided in the appendix.)
1) Eliminate variables by Gaussian Elimination
pivots until the resulting system is invalid.
2) Note the variable whose coefficient matches the
right-hand-side in sign.
3) Pivot on this variable.
4) Determine the BM values for the remaining
variables (by inspection, as described before).
5) Back-substitute these values into one of the
original equations, finding the BM value for
the variable eliminated.
4.5 Algebraic Description
The factorization method was described above and
implemented in the appendix in a geometric way. The method can
also be described algebraically. While perhaps a little less intuitive
to follow, this description helps to show how in this method, the BM
solution is found essentially by analysis of the original problem's
coefficients. It also lays the ground work for an even better
computational method than the Gaussian pivot method described
previously.
Consider the arbitrary two equation / three variable system
below:
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ao * xo + at * xi + a2 * X2 = 1
bo * xo + bt * xi + b2 * X2 = 1
Calculate a "variable strength" for each variable by determining
the quotient of each variable's coefficients. That is,
aiVS =- ; i=0,1,2
bi
The variables with the highest and lowest VSs will be the ones which
yield valid systems. The variable with the VS in the middle will give
the invalid system. Suppose now, without a loss of generality, that
variable xO had the middle VS. This information, along with the
coefficients, must now be used to determine which variable is the
correct one to eliminate (that is, which one corresponds to the
positive coefficient in the invalid system, as described previously).
Eliminating the second equation from the system by scaling and
subtracting it from the first yields:
(ai aob) x + (- a2 ) x2 = 1-ao
bo bo bo
For variables xl and x2, calculate a "Variable Decider" as follows:
aobiai - -
VD = bo ; i=1,2
ao1bo
bo
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One of the VDs will be positive (only one --both positive would make
this system valid, contradicting the first step). This is the variable to
eliminate. Again, without a loss of generality, assume variable xl has
the positive VD.
Now, calculate the BM answer as follows:
axai
ai- -
XiS b2* ; i =0,2
bi
and
XlIn =
1 - bo * ion• - b2 * X2BM
4.6 Example of the algebraic method
To illustrate the computations involved with the algebraic
method, the same problem considered previously will be used again:
2 11-*x+-*y+z=2
3 3
3*x+ y+z=4
or, normalized to have right hand sides of one:
5 1
5*x+-*y+z=l
6 6
3 1 1
*x+-y+-z 1
4 4 4
and, calculating the variable strengths:
VSx = 10/9
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VSy = 2/3
VSz = 4
Clearly, variable x has the middle VS. Next calculate the variable
deciders for y and z:
VD= 1
VDz =-2
Because VDy is positive, we now calculate x*BMand z*BM:
X*BM = 1/2
Z*BM = 1/2
and finally,
Y*BM = 2.
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4.7 Conclusions
This presentation was provided to lay the framework for
future work extending the factorization technique to larger problems
and to illustrate the computational savings over the linear
programming method. Even moderately clever storage of
intermediate values allows the complete determination of the BM
solution of a normalized problem in only 9 multiplications and a
negligible amount of storage. The linear programming method
required substantially more time than this.
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CHAPTER V
Conclusions
5.1 Overview
This paper presents new results regarding the Bayesian
analysis of linear ill-posed problems. A method of calculating the
optimal Bayesian mean estimate was developed and tested.
Computation costs for this technique were too large to make it useful
for real applications, so development of a faster method based on
matrix factorization was initiated. In addition, the probability
distribution which governs the set of solutions to the ill-posed
problem of estimating biases on the faces of a die from moment data
was derived and explored. This surprisingly complex distribution
has the exciting and useful property that its expected value is very
close to the uniform distribution's expected value for every case
studied, despite despite rather severe non-uniformities in the true
distribution.
5.2 Implemented estimation algorithms
Software which determines the Bayesian mean estimate by
first finding the vertices which bound the solution set was
developed. The program is useful for small problems (less than 20
variables), but because the number of vertices increases
combinatorially with the number of variables, this method is
impractical for medium to large problems.
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Development of a factorization method which calculates the
Bayesian mean without first determining the vertices was begun.
The program works for systems of three variables and two
equations, or less.
5.3 Real applications
The linear programming method was evaluated for two
applications: ventilation/perfusion distribution recovery and power
spectrum analysis. The Bayesian mean estimate was compared to
other more common estimates. Although the Bayesian mean is
currently significantly more costly to compute, for some problems it
did exhibit features that make more attractive: higher resolution
and tolerance of noise.
5.3.1 Ventilation / perfusion distribution recovery
A single trial was performed for data which was known a-
priori to have a small extra peak in the distribution. The Bayesian
mean estimate did show signs of the second peak, whereas the
minimum norm did not. Of course a single example does not imply
universal validity, but this encouraging result suggests further study
into this application area.
5.3.2 Power spectrum density estimation
Power spectra were calculated for four time series: two close
sinusoids without noise, two close sinusoids with Gaussian noise, a
decaying exponential without noise, and a decaying exponential with
Gaussian noise. In addition to the Bayesian mean estimates under
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both uniformity and the true non-uniform density, the maximum
entropy, minimum norm, maximum-a-posterior, and Matlab PSD
(Welch's method) estimates were calculated for each case.
Results were mixed for the power spectra. The utility of the
ill-posed formulation of this problem was illustrated by the higher
resolution spectra, but the similiarities between these estimates lead
us to believe that the entire solution space is rather compressed and
that all of the possible solutions exhibit similar features. If this is
the case, then any solution would be an adequare estimate and the
theoretical risk-aversion of the Bayesian mean estimate will not be
apparent.
5.4 Suggestions for future work
The results of this work are encouraging, but there are several
avenues for additional research. First, the non-uniform distribution
from chapter two is worthy of even more inspection. Theoretical
limits on the empirically discovered bounds on the error between the
expected value from the true distribution and that from the uniform
would be valuable.
Additional simulations to determine whether the Bayesian
mean is in fact better than the others over a wide variety of
problems are needed. Additional application areas would also be
useful. More results which support the findings of the simulations
are necessary.
In order for the Bayesian mean to be generally accepted as a
reasonable estimate for real applications, the computing times
required must be reduced significantly. Extension of the
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factorization algorithm of chapter four to higher dimension would be
necessary.
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Appendix
A.1 sys2ine.c
Program used to convert a file representing a linear
system of equations to the equivalent input file for the
program cdd.
A.2 vertave.c
Program to read the output of the program cdd and
compute the Bayesian mean estimate under the
uniformity assumption
A.3 usevert.c
Program to read the output of the program cdd and
compute the Bayesian mean estimate, maximum entropy
estimate, or maximum-a-posteriori estimate, making use
of the true solution pdf. This is an implementation of
monte carlo integration
A.4 likelihood function programs
Programs used for the exploration of the non-uniform
probability densities found in chapter two. Program 2d.c
is for exploration of the two-dimensional case, and 3d.c
performs the three-dimensional case.
A.5 factorize.c
Program to find the Bayesian mean estimate (under
uniformity) without first getting the vertices of the
solution set.
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A.1 sys2ine.c
/* sys2ine.c
Paul Wojcik
Converts system of equations file to ".ine" file for input into
program cdd.
input: system.sys, the file representing the system Ax=b in the
following format:
nm
aOO a01 .. aO(m-1) bO
a(n-1)0 .. a(n-l)(m-l) bm
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define MAXPSDRES 100 /*This is the max # of variables, m */
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define nonneg TRUE /* True if the variables must be nonnegative. */
void make_polyhedron_file (char input_name [](, char output_name [])
FILE xipf, *opf;
double A [MAXPSDRES];
float b, doubleval;
int i,j;
int m,n;
if ((ipf = fopen (inputname, "r")) == NULL)
printf ("makepolyhedron file input file Access Failed!\n");
if ((opf = fopen (output_name, "w")) == NULL)
{
printf ("makepolyhedron_file output file Access Failed!\n");
fscanf (ipf, "%d %d", &n, &m);
printf ("m_p_f: m = %d n = %d\n", m, n);
/* n = number of equations, m = number of variables */
if (m >= MAXPSDRES)
{ printf ("too many variables...exiting\n");
exit (0);
/* initialize output file */
fprintf (opf, ".ine file created by 'make_polyhedron_file' by Paul
Wojcik\n");
fprintf (opf, "from the system of equations in file :\n");
fprintf (opf, "%s\n", input name);
fprintf (opf, "%d variables and %d equations\n", m, n);
fprintf (opf, "imply %d inequalities (including non-negativity)\n",
2*n + m );
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fprintf (opf, "begin\n");
if (nonneg == TRUE) fprintf (opf, " %d %d real\n", 2*n+m, m+l);
else fprintf (opf, " %d %d real \n", 2*n, m+l);
for (i=0; i<n; i++) /* for each equation */
for (j=0; j<m; j++)
fscanf (ipf, "%f", &do
A [j] = doubleval;
fscanf (ipf, "%f ", &b);
printf (".", b);
fprintf (opf, "%f ", b
for (j=0; j<m; j++)
fprintf (opf, "%f ",
fprintf (opf, "\n");
fprintf (opf, "%f ",
for (j=0; j<m; j++)
fprintf (opf, "%f ",
fprintf (opf, "\n");
/* now the non-negativity
if (nonneg == TRUE)
ubleval);
(-1.0 *A [j]) );
-1.0 * b));
A [j] );
constraints */
for (i=0; i<m; i++)
fprintf (opf,
for (j=0; j<m;
{
"0.0
j++)
") ;
(j != i) fprintf (opf, " 0.0");
(j == i) fprintf (opf, " 1.0");
fp
pr
fc
fprintf (opf, "\n");
rintf (opf, "end\n");
intf ("\n");
lose (opf);
void main ()
makepolyhedron file ("system.sys", "system.ine");
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A.2 vertave.c
/*
vertave.c
Paul Wojcik
Reads a list of vertices in a cdd ".ext" file and calculates the
vertex average.
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#define MAXVERT 5550 /* maximum number of vertices */
#define MAXVARS 40 /* maximum number of variables, m */
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
int read vertices (char fname [], double vert (MAXVERT] [MAXVARS], int
*numvars)
/* reads the vertices into the matrix vert and returns the number of
vertices found */
{
FILE *ipf;
char text [80);
double value;
char done, first;
int count, vars;
int vertcount = 0,
varcount = 0;
int flag;
if ((ipf = fopen (fname, "r")) == NULL)
{
printf ("readvertices input file Access Failed!\n");
exit (0);
}
done = FALSE;
while (! done)
{
fgets (text, 79, ipf);
first = text [0);
if (first == 'b') done = TRUE;
fgets (text, 79, ipf);
sscanf (text, "%d %d", &count, &vars); /* info line */
vars = vars -1 ;
printf ("%d vertices, %d variables\n", count, vars);
done = FALSE;
while (! done)
flag = 3;
first = (char) fgetc (ipf);
if (first == 'e') flag = 2;
else
sscanf (&first, "%d", &flag);
if (flag == 0)
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printf ("!!!!!!!!!ray detected!!!!!!!!!!!!\n");
exit (0);
else if (flag == 2)
{
done = TRUE;
}
else if (flag == 1) /* We have a vertex! */
for (varcount = 0; varcount < vars; varcount++)
fscanf (ipf, "%lf ", &value);
/* printf ("value read = %7.3f\n", value); */
vert [vertcount] (varcount] = value;
vertcount++;
if (vertcount == MAXVERT)
printf ("Too many vertices to handle!\n");
exit (0);
} /* while */
fclose (ipf);
*numvars = vars;
return (vertcount);
void printvert (double vert [MAXVERT] [MAXVARS], int vertcount, int var)
int i,j;
for (i=0; i<vertcount; i++)
I
for (j=0; j<var; j++)
printf ("%6.3f ", vert [i] [j]);
printf ("\n");
printf ("\n");
}
void determine_vertex_average (double vert [MAXVERT] [MAXVARS],
int numvert, int numvar,
double *avevect)
int i, j;
for (i=0; i<numvar; i++)
avevect [i] = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<numvar; i++)
avevect [il = 0.0;
for (j=0; j<numvert; j++)
(
avevect [i] += vert [j] [i];
}
avevect [i] = avevect [i] / (double) numvert;
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void print doub_vect (double *vect, int count)
{
int i;
printf ("\n");
for (i=O; i<count; i++)
printf (" vector [%3d) = %10.5f\n", i, vect [i]);
printf ("\n");
void main ()
int vertcount = 0,
varcount = 0;
double vertices [MAXVERT] [MAXVARS];
double avevect [MAXVARS];
vertcount = read_vertices ("system.ext", vertices, &varcount);
/* printvert (vertices, vertcount, varcount); */
determine_vertex_average (vertices, vertcount, varcount, avevect);
printf ("Average of vertices :\n");
print doubvect (avevect, varcount);
}
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A.3 usevert
A.3.1
A.3.2
A.3.3
A.3.4
A.3.5
A.3.6
The program usevert is made of many sub-programs:
makefile
driver.h
driver.c
randvect.c
calcprob.c
intpdf.c
In addition, the program makes use of A.2, "vertave"
A.3.1 makefile
uv: driver.o randvect.o vertave.o calcprob.o intpdf.o
gcc -o uv driver.o randvect.o vertave.o calcprob.o intpdf.o -lm
driver.o: driver.c driver.h
gcc -c driver.c
randvect.o: randvect.c driver.h
gcc -c randvect.c
vertave.o: vertave.c driver.h
gcc -c vertave.c
calcprob.o: calcprob.c driver.h
gcc -c calcprob.c
intpdf.o: intpdf.c driver.h
gcc -c intpdf.c
A.3.2 driver.h
/* driver.h
Paul Wojcik
header file which controls most aspects of how the program runs,
including which estimate (BM, MAP, or ME) and the number of sample
points. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#define numpoints 50000
#define VERTSCALE 10000
#define UNIFORM FALSE
/* Number of points to sample inside
polyhedrton */
/* If the variable values overwhelm the
pdf, scale them down with VERTSCALE */
/* True -> uniform pdf, FALSE -> non-unif */
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#define MAXENT FALSE /* select at most one of maxent and map! */
#define MAP TRUE /* If both false, then BM is used */
#define pi 3.14159265358
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define MAXVARS 50 /* Max # of variables */
#define MAXVERT 5000 /* Max # of vertices */
#define RANDMAX 2147483647 /* 2**31-1 is highes rand num for sun */
A.3.3 driver.c
/* driver.c
Paul Wojcik
Sets up all variables and calls "determine mean"
*/
#include "driver.h"
void main ()
{
char *fn = "system.ext";
int numvars;
double vert (MAXVERT] [MAXVARS];
int numvert;
int i;
double mean [MAXVARS];
double scale;
srand48( getpid() ); /* initialize rand vect generator */
numvert = read vertices (fn, vert, &numvars); /* read vertices */
printf ("numvert = %d\n", numvert);
determinemean (vert, numvert, numvars, numpoints, mean);
if (MAXENT == TRUE) printf ("maxent solution (N = %d) :\n\n",
numpoints);
else if (MAP == TRUE) printf ("MAP solution (N = %d) :\n\n",
numpoints);
else if (UNIFORM == TRUE) printf ("uniform mean solution (N = %d)
:\n\n", numpoints);
else printf ("non-uniform mean solution (N = %d) :\n\n",
numpoints);
for (i=0; i<numvars; i++)'
printf ("%f\n", mean [i]);
A.3.4 randvect.c
A.3.4 randvect.c
Paul Wojcik
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returns a random vector of length p, such that the each element is
greater than 0, the sum of the elements is 1, and they are drawn from
the uniform distribution. Based on the percentile method in Papoulis
(1991).
Thanks to Lew Mammel, jr. of AT&T for his heplful insight and
example.
#include <math.h>
void randvect (double rv [] , int p)
int m , i=0;
double s,x, drand48();
s=0.0;
while( --p > 0 ) /* first n-i variables */
x = (1.0 - pow(drand48(),1.0/p)) * (1.0-s);
S += X;
rv [i] = x;
i++;
rv [i] = 1.0 - s; /* final varible */
A.3.5 calcprob.c
/* calcprob.c
Paul Wojcik
Evaluates the multidimensional non-uniform
likelihood function for a supplied N vector. Gamma subroutine taken
from Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, & Flannery (1992).
#include "driver.h"
#include <math.h>
/*proto*/
double Ingamma (double xx);
double choose (double N, double L) /* returns N choose L */
{
double ans;
ans = lngamma (N+1.0) - Ingamma (L+1.0) - lngamma (N-L+1.0);
ans = exp (ans);
return (ans);
}
double Ingamma (double xx) /* evaluates the natural logarithm of the
gamma function */
int i;
double ans;
double x = xx-i.0;
ans = 1.0;
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ans += 76.18009173 / xx;
ans += -86.50532033 / (xx+l.0);
ans += 24.01409822 / (xx + 2.0);
ans += -1.231739516 / (xx + 3.0);
ans += 0.00120858003 / (xx + 4.0);
ans += -0.00000536382 / (xx + 5.0);
ans = log (ans * sqrt (2.0 * pi));
ans = ans + (0.5+x) * log (x+5.5) - (x+5.5);
return (ans);
double calc_prob (double nvec [], int dim)
/* Just as described in the text, this program calculates N, estimates
P, then evaluates the non-uniform pdf with the supplied and calculated
information */
double ans = 0.0;
int i;
double x [MAXVARS];
double n = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
n += nvec [i];
for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
x [i] = (nvec [i] + 1) / (n + dim);
ans = Ingamma (n+l);
for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
ans -= Ingamma (nvec[i] + 1);
ans = exp (ans);
for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
ans *= pow (x[i], nvec[i]);
if (UNIFORM == TRUE)
ans = 1.0;
return (ans);
A.3.6 intpdf.c
1/* intpdf.c
Paul Wojcik
Intpdf.c Integrates the non-uniform pdf. The program picks a
predetermined number of points in the solution polyhedron at random and
depending on the settings in driver.h, returns: the point with the
maximum entropy, the point with the highest value of the pdf, or the
average of each point times its probability. */
#include "driver.h"
void get_point (double vert(MLAXVERT] [MAXVARS], int numvert, int
numvars, double
pt [MAXVARS])
double prob [MAXVERTI;
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int i,j;
for (i=O; i<numvars; i++)
pt [i] = 0.0;
randvect (prob, numvert); /* picks the coefficients to be used for
the convex combination of vertices */
for (i=O; i<numvars; i++)
{
for (j=O; j<numvert; j++)
pt [i] += prob [j] * vert (j] [i]; /* computes convex comb. */
void printpoint (double p[], int n)
{
int i;
printf ("point:\n");
for (i=O; i<n; i++)
printf ("%f\n", p[i]);
double integrate_pdf (double vert (MAXVERT] [MAXVARS], int numvert,
int numvars, int np)
int i=0;
double point [MAXVARS];
double scale = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<np; i++)
{
get_point (vert, numvert, numvars, point);
/* printpoint (point, numvars); */
scale += calc_prob (point, numvars); /* running sum of probability
values encountered to this point. Used to scale the estimate later. */
return (scale / (double) np);
}
double calcentropy (double x[], int n) /* Entropy as in
section 1.4.2 */{
double H = 0.0;
int i;
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
H -= x[i] * log ( x[i] );
return (H);
void determinemean (double vert [MAXVERT] [MAXVARS], int numvert, int
numvars,
int np, double mean [MAXVARS])
int i=0, j=0;
double prob;
double H, maxsofar = -1000000;
double point [MAXVARS];
double scale = 0.0;
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for (i=0;
mean [i]
if (MAXENT
i<numvars;
= 0.0;
== TRUE)
for (i=O; i<np; i++)
get_point (vert,
H = calc entropy
if (H > maxsofar)
maxsofar =
for (j=0;
mean [j]
numvert, numvars, point);
(point, numvars);
H;
j<numvars; j++)
= point [j];
else if (MAP == TRUE)
for (i=0; i<np; i++)
get_point (vert, numvert, numvars, point);
H = calc prob (point, numvars);
if (H > maxsofar)
maxsofar = H;
for (j=0; j<numvars; j++)
mean [j] = point [j];
el s e
for (i=0; i<np; i++)
get_point (vert, numvert, numvars, point);
prob = calc_prob (point, numvars);
scale += prob;
for (j=0; j<numvars; j++)
mean [j] += prob * point [j];
for (i=0; i<numvars; i++)
mean [i] = mean [i] / scale ;
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i++)
e ! s e
for (i--0; i<np; i++)
A.4 Likelihood function programs
A.4.1 2d.c
/* 2d.c
Paul Wojcik
Used to determine shapes of the two-dimensional pdf for assorted
values of aO, al, and A. Note: makes use of the gamma routines in
calcprob.c
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define DEBUG FALSE
#define graphdata TRUE /* True if a raster of the pdf is desired */
#define summarydata TRUE /* True if %error information is desired. */
#define graphfilename "grph" /* filename of raster */
#define summaryfilename "log" /* filename of %error log file */.
#define pi 3.1415926
#define NUMPOINT 2000 /* Number of points in domain to use. */
#define MAXDIM NUMPOINT
FILE *graphfile,
*summaryfile;
double normalize (double mat [MAXDIM], int n) /* forces sum of elements
to be one */
{
double accum = 0.0;
int i;
for (i=0; i<n; i = i + 1)
accum += mat [i];
return ( 1.0 / accum );
void calc_stuff (double al, double a2, double A)
int i;
double NI, N2, N;
double X1, X2;
double L [MAXDIM];
int count = 0;
double EofL, center, scale, error;
EofL = 0.0;
for (i=C; i<NUMPOINT; i++)
N
N1 = (double)i / (double) (NUMPOINT - 1) * A / al /* For each Nl,*/
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N2 = ((A - Nl*al)/ a2); /* calc N2 & N */
N = N1 + N2;
X1 = (double) (NI+1.0) / (double) (N+2.0); /* Now X1 & X2 */
X2 = (double) (N2+1.0) / (double) (N+2.0);
L [count] = choose (N, N1) * pow (X1, Ni) * pow (X2, N2);
/* evaluate non-unifrom likelihood function */
if (DEBUG == TRUE) printf ("%d %10.5f %10.5f\n", count, N1, L
[count]);
EofL += N1 * L [count]; /* update running average */
if (DEBUG == TRUE) printf (".");
count++;
}
printf ("\n");
scale = normalize (L , count);
/*Make graph file*/
if (graphdata == TRUE)
{
if ((graphfile = fopen (graphfilename, "w")) == NULL)
{
printf ("graphfile Access Failed!\n");
}
for (i=0; i<count; i++)
fprintf (graphfile,"%f\t%f\n", (float)i*A/al/(count-1), L [i]
*count* scale);
fclose (graphfile);
EofL = scale * EofL; /* mean under non-uniformity */
center = A / al / 2.0; /* mean under uniformity */
if (fabs (EofL) > 0.0001) error = (center - EofL) *100.0 / EofL;
else error = 1000.0; /* to avoid divide by zero */
printf ("%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f -- %12.6f %12.6f %12.6f\n", al, a2, A,
center, EofL, error);
/* Write summary file */
if (surm~arydata == TRUE)
if ((summaryfile = fopen (summaryfilename, "a")) == NULL)
printf ("summaryfile Access Failed!\n");
else
fprintf (summaryfile ,"%12.6f %12.6f %12.6f %9.5f %9.5f
%12.6f\n", al, a2, A, center, EofL, error);
fclose (summaryfile);
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void main ()
double al, a2, A, factor;
if (summarydata == TRUE)
if ((surnmaryfile = fopen (summaryfilename, "w")) == NULL)
printf ("summaryfile Access Failed!\n");
}
else
fprintf (summaryfile, "al a2 A center EofL %%error\n");
fclose (surmmaryfile);
factor = 10.0; /* To automatically do an entire range of values */
for (A = 1; A<= 1; A *= factor)
for (al = 0.001; al<=1000; al *= factor)
for (a2 = 0.001; a2<=1000; a2 = a2 * factor)
calc stuff (al, a2, A);
A.4.2 3d.c
/* 3d.c
Paul Wojcik
3d.c is used to generate explore the non-uniform likelihood
function for the three-dimension case. It generates expected values,
percentage error of the uniform mean estimate, two-dimensional raster
data for visulalizing the function, and finally marginal raster data for
examining the marginal. Note that the program makes use of calcprob.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#define STEP 100 /* Number of points in each of NO and N1 dimensions
total number of points = N*N */
#define NUMDIM 3 /* For expandability; do not use above three */
#define pi 3.1415926
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define UNIFORM FALSE
#define PRINTPROB FALSE /* True if 2-d raster data is desired */
#define PRINTMAnRG FALSE /* True if the marginal distribution for
NO is desired */
#define PRINTMEAN TRUE /* True if the mean is to be output */
/*proto /
double Ingamma (double xx);
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void main ()
{
double
double
double
double
double
[NUMDIM];
[NUMDIM];
[NUMDIM];
[NUMDIM];
= 1;
double dx [NUMDIM];
double totarea;
double margcum;
double
double
double
double
double
int i,j
printf
0.
10
10
cumprob = 0.0;
avex [NUMDIM];
prob [STEP];
marg [STEP];
probpoint;
,k;
(" \n");
01;
0; /* Note: A is assumed to be 1.0 */
0;
for (i=0; i<NUMDIM; i++)
avex [i] = 0.0;
xl [i] = 0.0;
xh [i] = c / a[i];
dx [i] (xh [i] - xl [i]) / (STEP -1);
for (i=0; i<STEP; i++) /* xO loop */
[0] = xl
if (STEP-1
dx [1] =
else
dx [1] =
prob [i] =
marg [i] =
for (j=0;
[0] + dx [0] * i;
-i != 0)
(c - x[0]*a[0]) / a[l] / (STEP-1);
0.0;
0.0;
0.0;
j<STEP; j++) /* xl loop */
x [11 = xl [1] + dx [1] * j;
x [2] = c;
for (k=0; k<NUMDIM-1; k++)
x [2] -= a[k] * x [k];
x [2] = x [2] / a[2];
/* The following was used for a 3 var/2 eqn case. Only X[O] was
a free variable */
/* x[2] = ( (al/bl) * (b3-b0*x[0]) - (a3 - aO*x[0]) ) / (b2*al/b! - a2);
x[l] = (a3 - a0*x[0] - a2*x[21 ) / al;
probpoint = calcprob (x, NUMDIM);
prob [i] += probpoint;
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a I[ 0]
a [11 ]
a [2 1
marg [i] += probpoint;
cumprob += probpoint;
for (k=0; k<NUMDIM; k++)
avex [k] += probpoint * x [k];
/* for 3-d */
totarea = 0.5 * (1/a[0]) * (1 / all]); /* required for scaling */
/* the following would be correct for 4d
totarea = 0.5 * sqrt (1.0 / a[0]/ a [0]
totarea = totarea * sqrt (1 / a[2]/a[2]
a[l]*a[l])); */
+ 1.0 / all] / a[l]);
+ 1.0 /(a[0]*a[0] +
for (k=0; k<NUMDIM; k++)
avex [k] = avex [k] / cumprob;
/* for each possible (xO and xl), print the real probability */
if (PRINTPROB == TRUE)
for (i=0; i<STEP; i++)
x [03 = xl [0] + dx [0] * i;
if (STEP-i-1 != 0)
dxz [1] = (c - x[0]*a[0]) / all] / (STEP-1);
else
dx [1] = 0.0;
for (j=0; j<STEP; j++)
x [1] = xl [1] + dx
x [2] = (c - all]
printf ("%f %f
calcprob (x,
[1] * j
x[1] -
%f\n",
NUMDIM)
a[0] * x[0])
x[0], x[1],
/ cumprob *
/ a[2];
STEP * STEP / totarea);
if (PRINTMARG == TRUE)
{
margcum = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<STEP; i++)
x [0] = xl
prob [i] =
margcum +=
[0] + dx,
prob [i]
prob [i];
[0] * i;
/ (STEP+1) * (c - x[O]*a[O]);
for (i=0; i<STEP; i++)
x [0] = xl [0] + dx [0] * i;
printf ("%f %f\n", x[0], prob [i] * a[0] / margcum * STEP );
if (PRINTMEAN == TRUE)
printf ("STEP = %4d:\n", STEP);
for (k = 0; k<NUMDIM; k++)
printf ("%f\n", avex [k]);
printf ("\n\n");
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A.5 factorize.c
/* factorize.c
Paul Wojcik
Factorize.c implements the factorization method outlined in
chapter four. It works on systems up to 3 variables and 2 equations.
It was written in a general way, though, to assist implementation to a
method which solves larger problems. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#define MLAXVAR 30
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define ZERO 0
#define POSITIVE 1
#define NEGATIVE -1
#define ZEROTOL 0.000001
#define DEFAULTFN "system.sys"
void readmatrix (char filename [50] , double A [MAXVAR] (MAXVAR+1],
int *m, int *n)
int i,j;
double floatread;
FILE *ipf;
if ((ipf = fopen (filename, "r")) == NULL)
{
printf ("Input file Access Failed!\n");
exit (0);
fscanf (ipf, "%d %d", m, n);
*n = *n + 1;
printf ("m = %d n = %d\n", *m, *n);
if ((*m > MAXVAR) II (*n > MAXVAR+1) )
{
printf ("I'm sorry, that system is too big...\n");
exit (0);
}
for (i=0; i<*m; i++)
for (j=0; j<*n; j++)
{
fscanf (ipf, "%lf", &floatread);
A [i] [j] = floatread;
printf ("Reading system from disk\n");
void printmatrix (double A [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+1], int m, int n)
{
int i,j;
for (i=0; i<m; i++)
for (j=0; j<n; j++)
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printf ("%6.3f ", A [i] [j]);
printf ("\n");
}
printf ("\n");
int detsign (double x){
int ans = 10;
if ( fabs (x) < ZEROTOL )
ans = ZERO;
else
i
if (x > 0.0) ans = POSITIVE;
if (x < 0.0) ans = NEGATIVE;
return (ans);
int trypivot (double in [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+1], int m, int n, int i, int j,
int disallow [])
/* simulates a Gaussian elimination pivot at the specified matrix
location and reports back the status of the resultant system. */
int k, I;
int oksofar;
int signhere;
int cursign;
int returnvalue = -5;
double pivval;
int dontpivot [MAXVAR];
oksofar = TRUE;
for (k=0; k<n; k++)
dontpivot [k] = TRUE;
if (in [i) [j) != 0.0)
for (k = 0; k<m; k++)
if (k != i)
pivval = -in[k] [j] / in [i] [j];
signhere = detsign (in [k] [n-1l + in [i] [n-l] * pivval);
for (1 = 0; 1 < (n-l); 1++)
if (1 != j)
cursign = detsign (in (k] (11 + in [i] [1] * pivval);
if (cursign != ZERO)
if (signhere == ZERO)
signhere = cursign;
else if (cursign == signhere)
dontpivot (1] = FALSE;
else
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oksofar = FALSE;
disallow [1] = disallow
dontpivot [1] = TRUE; /
} /* if */
} /* for 1 */
} /* if */
} /* for k */
el se
printf ("Cannot pivot on zero\n");
returnvalue = -2;
if ((oksofar == TRUE) && (returnvalue
returnvalue = -1; /* all one sign
else if (returnvalue != -1)
for (k=O; k<(n-1); k++)
if (dontpivot [k] == FALSE)
returnvalue = k;
return (returnvalue);
void setupnextarray
I
(double in [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+1], int m, int n,
double out [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+1], int pivi, int pivj)
int iuse, juse;
int i, j;
double pivval;
printf ("setting up next array\n");
for (i=O; i<(m-l); i++)
if (i >= pivi) iuse = i + 1;
else iuse = i;
pivval = 0.0 - in [iuse][pivj] / in
for (j=O; j<(n-l); j++)
[pivi] [pivj];
if (j >= pivj) juse = j + 1;
else juse = j;
out [i] [j] = in [iuse] [juse] + pivval * in [pivil [juse];
void pickpivotelement (int status [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR], int m, int n,
int *pivi, int *pivj, int disallow [])
int: i, j;
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[1] + 1;
!= -2)
*/
int k, 1;
int count = 0;
int columnok;
int done;
done = FALSE;
j = 0;
while (!done)
columnok = TRUE;
for (i=0; i<m; i++)
if (status [i] [j] == -1)
*pivi = i;
count = 1;
}
else if (status [i] [j] = -5)
columnok = FALSE;
}
if (columnok == TRUE) done = TRUE;
else
j++;
if (j>=(n-l))
{
printf ("no column is acceptable to eliminate\n");
exit (0);
*pivj = j;
if (count == 0)
printf ("all variables disallowed.\n");
*pivi = 0;
*pivj=O;
}
printf ("exiting pick\n");
double solveforpivval (double in [MAXVARJ [MAXVAR+1], int m, int n,
int pivi, int pivj, double answer [MAXVAR])
int j, row;
double sum = 0.0;
for (j=0; j<(n-l); j++)
sum += in [pivil[j]*answer[j];
sum = in [pivi] [n-l] - sum;
return (sum / in [pivi] [pivj]);
}
void factorize (double in [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+1], int m, int n, double
answer [MAXVAR])
int i, j, pivi, pivj;
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int status [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR];
int numnonzero;
int disallow [MAXVAR];
double out [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+i];
double thisans [MAXVAR];
for (i=O; i<(n-l); i++)
disallow [i] = 0;
if (m > 1)
for (i=O; i<(m); i++)
for (j=0; j<(n-1); j++)
status [i] [j] = trypivot (in, m, n, i, j, disallow);
for (i=0; i<(m); i++)
for (j=O; j<(n-1); j++)
printf ("%2d ", status [i] [j]);
printf ("\n");
pickpivotelement (status, m, n, &pivi, &pivj, disallow);
printf ("***pivoting on %2d,%2d\n", pivi, pivj);
setupnextarray (in, m, n, out, pivi, pivj);
factorize (out, m-1, n-l, thisans); /* recursion */
for (i=O; i<(n-l); i++)
(i < pivj) answer [i] = thisans
(i > pivj) answer [i] = thisans
[i];
[i-i];
answer [pivj] = solveforpivval (in, m, n, pivi, pivj, answer);
else /* m = 1 ; basis case */
numnonzero = 0;
for (i=0; i<(n-l); i++)
if (detsign (in [O] [i] != ZERO))
numnonzero++;
for (i = 0; i< (n-1); i++)
if (detsign (in [O] [i]) != ZERO)
answer [i] = in [0][n-1] / (numnonzero * in [0] [i] );
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void main (int argc, char **argv)
double A [MAXVAR] [MAXVAR+1] ;
double answer [MAXVAR];
int i;
int m, n;
char fn [50];
/* process parameter */
if (argc > 1)
strcpy (fn, argv[l]);
}
else strcpy (fn, "system.sys");
for (i=0; i<(n-1); i++)
answer [i] = 0.0;
readmatrix (fn, A, &m, &n);
factorize (A, m, n, answer);
for (i=0; i<(n-l); i++)
printf ("ans [%2d) = %f\n", i, answer [i]);
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